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In 1969 a new document purporting to be a 'life of Mani', the notorious

I founder of the Manichaean religion, was deciphered at the University

of Cologne. This text, henceforth designated the Cologne Mani Codex
(= CMC), is in its present form a Greek work of Egyptian provenance
which can be dated palaeographically to the fourth or fifth century of the
Common Era. In the opinion of its modern editors, the Greek text appeared
to be a translation of an Aramaic Grundschrift which might ultimately
derive from Mani himself. The text is autobiographical in form and
occasionally quotes literary sources when seeking to elaborate a specific
point. Although badly damaged in parts, the Codex yields one hundred and
ninety-two pages of fragmentary text which clarify the ideological background of Mani's thought.'
Pages 1-13 of the Codex relate a detailed but largely hagiographic
account of Mani's childhood. Pages 14-44 describe the circumstances and
contents of two 'revelations' received by Mani prior to his separation from
his childhood community, self-characterized in the Codex as 'of the Law'
(TOO V0'1OV).2 What follows on pages 45-72 is a lengthy apologetic section in
which five Jewish apocalypses are quoted in an attempt to lend credence to
Mani's own visionary experiences. These writings are identified by name as
'apocalypses' of Adam, Seth, Enosh, Shem, and Enoch.3 Those bearing the
I

See A. Henrichs and L. Koenen, 'Ein griechischer Mani-Codex (P. Colon. inv. nr. 4780)',

of
Zeitschriftffdr Papyrologie und Epigraphik (= ZPE) 5 (1970), pp. 97-217. For a transcription
Colon. inv.
the text with a commentary, see Henrichs-Koenen, 'Der K6lner Mani-Kodex (P.
nr. 4780). 17EPI THE rENNHE TO Y EsMA TOE AYTOY. Edition der Seiten 1-72', ZPE 19
(1975), pp. 1-85; idem, '... Edition der Seiten 72,8-99,9', ZPE 32 (1978), pp. 87-199; idem,
Edition der Seiten 99,10-120', ZPE 44 (1981), pp. 201-318; idem, '... Edition der Seiten
121-192', ZPE 48 (1982), pp. 1-59. See now L. Koenen and C. R6mer (eds.), Der Kolner
Mani-Kodex: Abbildungen und diplomarischer Text (Bonn, 1985); idem (eds.), Der Kolner
Mani-Kodex ... Kritischer Edition (Opladen, 1988). The possible Aramaic provenance of the
Codex has been discussed by Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 5 (1970), pp. 104-105; R. K6bert,
'Orientalische Bemerkungen zum K61ner Mani-Codex', ZPE 8 (1971), pp. 243-247; A.
Henrichs, 'Mani and the Babylonian Baptists: A Historical Confrontation', Harvard Studies in
Classical Philology (=HSCP) 77 (1973), pp. 35-39; idem, 'The Cologne Mani Codex
Reconsidered', HSCP 83 (1979), pp. 352-353; A. Bohlig, 'Der Synkretismus des Mani', in A.
Dietrich (ed.), Synkretismus inm syrisch-persischen Kulturgebiet (G6ttingen, 1975), pp. 149-150.
2 CMC 9:1 and passim.
3 Adam (CMC48:16-50:7); Sethel (50:8 52:7); Enosh (52:8-55:9); Shem (55:10-58:5); and
Enoch (58:6-60:7).
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names of Seth, Enosh and Shem are heretofore unattested. Those of Adam
and Enoch do not correspond to extant works which bear similar titles. Also
contained within this section are three largely accurate quotations from the
Pauline corpus, and some selections from works attributed to Mani
himself.4
Pages 72-99 relate the customs and rituals of the sectarian Jewish
Christian community, identified as followers of Elchasai,s to which Mani
belonged and Mani's growing disenchantment and opposition to them. The
sect terms itself 'those of the Law' and designates those who are not
members of the sect 'Gentiles' (Tra V).6 Decisions affecting the lifestyle of the
community are discussed in a council apparently composed of elders (d
1TpfEOV'TEpO5 TOV UVvefpiOv aOTVv).7 The sect was particularly concerned with
purity of body and foodstuffs. They revered traditions regarding purity
received from 'our fathers and teachers' (oi 7raTEpef !jpv Kat tUaGKaAot).8
Certain foods were prohibited according to dietary law. A period of 'rest'
was observed by the sect.9 An eschatological prophecy concerning the
advent of a new 'teacher' was preserved by it.10 Mani is charged by the
sect's sanhedrin with being an 'enemy of our Law', one who has 'turned
aside from our Law' and who opposes the teachings of the 'fathers'."I
Following this section, on pages 100-116, is an account of Mani's
departure from the sect. His initial success in gaining adherents to his own
teachings is remarked. The remainder of the Codex, which is very badly
damaged, apparently contained a description of Mani's further journeys
throughout the ancient Orient.
The significance of the Cologne Mani Codex for Manichaean studies
cannot be overestimated. Perhaps the most important information communicated by the Codex concerns the substantial influence exerted upon the
young Mani by Jewish and Christian heterodox thought during his
formative years. That such influence did not cease with his final break
with the Elchasaite community might be postulated from the surprising
4 Galatians 1:1 (CMC 60:18-23); 2 Corinthians 12:1-5 (61:2-14); Galatians 1:11-12
(61:16-22); Mani's 'Epistle to Edessa' (64:8-65:22); Mani's 'Gospel' (66:4-68:5; 68:6-69:8;
69:9-70:10).
5 CMC 94:10-12. Sources that describe the beliefs and practices of the Elchasaites are
conveniently available in A. F. J. Klijn and G. J. Reinink, Patristic Evidence for JewishChristian Sects (Leiden, 1973). For interpretations of this data, see W. Brandt, Elchasai: ein
Religionsstifter und sein Werk (Leipzig, 1912); J. Thomas, Le mouvement baptiste en Palestine et
Syrie (Gembloux, 1935), pp. 140-156; G. Strecker, 'Elkesai', in Reallexikon fur Antike und
Christentum (Stuttgart, 1950- ), IV 1171-1186; G. P. Luttikhuizen, The Revelation of Elchasai
(Tubingen, 1985).
6 CMC 87:19-20.
CMC 77:7; 74:12-13; cf. 89:7.
CMC 88:5-6. For examples of the sect's 'washing' practices, see 83: 1; 80:1-82:23; 88:1-4.
9 CMC 87:4; cf. 5:6-7: KairXswv -riv dvgmwavatv 'keeping the Rest'.
' CMC 86:19-87:6.
" CMC 87:16; 89:12; 91:7.
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invocation of pseudepigraphic Jewish sources within the Codex as testimony
for Mani's apostolic credentials. Yet there is further evidence outside the
Codex which suggests that Jewish traditions were known and adapted by
him for use in his religious system.
We possess several lists which enumerate the books which formed the
Manichaean 'scriptural canon', so to speak, and they invariably include
notice of a so-called 'Book of Giants'.'2 Unfortunately, this book is never
explicitly quoted in ancient sources. As early as the eighteenth century, I. de
Beausobre opined with remarkable prescience that Mani's Book of Giants
might be related to the stories recounted about the illicit intercourse
between heavenly beings and mQrtal women described in such passages as
Genesis 6:1-4 or the Greek fragments of I Enoch 6-16 preserved by the
Byzantine chronographer Syncellus.'3 However, precise knowledge of the
contents of Mani's Book of Giants eluded scholars until the publication by
W. B. Henning in 1943 of various fragments from the Turfan collection of
Manichaean manuscripts unearthed in Chinese Turkestan during the early
part of this century.'4 Henning's identification and collation of the
Manichaean Book of Giants received further dramatic confirmation from
an unexpected quarter-the discovery of a Jewish Aramaic Vorlage of the
Book of Giants among the manuscript remains from Qumran in Palestine. "I
This demonstrated dependence of Mani upon ancient Jewish lore, and, what
is more, a traditional lore that is associated with a heterodox Jewish
community which flourished during the latter part of the Second Temple
era, is intriguing and worthy of careful attention. One must seriously
entertain the possibility that some of the significant formative influences
upon the young Mani were derived ultimately from sectarian Judaism of the
pre-Hurban era.
This paper explores one facet of this possible relationship by comparing
the organizational structure and judicial operation of the 'baptist'
12 For a listing and thorough analysis of these references, see the first chapter of my Jewish
Lore in Manichaean Cosmogony: Studies in the 'Book of Giants' Traditions (Hebrew Union
College Press, forthcoming).
13 1. de Beausobre, Histoire critique de Maniche et du Manicheisme (Amsterdam, 1734-39;
repr. Leipzig, 1970),I 428-430; cf. ll 303-304.
14 W. B. Henning, 'The Book of the Giants', Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies 11 (1943), 52-74. Subsequently additional fragments of the Book of Giants were
identified and published by W. Sundermann. See his Mittelpersische undparthische kosmogonische und Parabeltexte der Manichaer (Berlin, 1973), 76-78; idem, 'Ein weiteres Fragment aus
Manis Gigantenbuch', in Orientalia J. Duchesne-Guillemin emerito oblata (Leiden, 1984),
491-505.
15 J. T. Milik, 'Problemes de la litterature henochique a la lumiere des fragments
arameennes de Qumran', Harvard Theological Review 64 (1971), 333-378; idem, 'Turfan et
Qumran, Livre des Geants juif et manicheen', in G. Jeremias, H.-W. Kuhn, and H. Stegemann
(eds.), Tradition und Glaube: Das fruhe Christentum in seiner Umwelt (Gottingen, 1971),
117 127; idem, The Books of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4 (Oxford, 1976),
298-339.
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community'6 among whom Mani was reared with the hierarchy of offices
and the legal procedures appearing in one significant corpus of Jewish
sectarian literature, that of the group centered at Qumran on the western
shore of the Dead Sea. The information and data which permit such a
comparative study have in both instances only recently come into focus.
Prior to the discovery and publication of the Codex, practically nothing was
known of the communal structure and internal governance of an Elchasaite
community. Similarly, the particular offices and judicial procedures of the
Jewish sect whose writings were discovered at Qumran have only come to
light with the publication of the Serek ha- Yahad (1 QS)'7 and the Damascus
Covenant (CD).18 It is true that Josephus and Philo supply some
information regarding the organization of the 'Essenes','9 but it remains
very much a live issue whether the Essene sect described by these writers is
identical with the group who sojourned at Qumran.20 For the purposes of
this study, primary reliance will be placed upon the fuller testimonies
supplied by the Hebrew documents mentioned above which emanate from

'6 The Codex terms the group 'baptizers' or 'baptists' (Pa7rTLaTa); cf. Henrichs-Koenen,
ZPE 5 (1970), p. 133 n. 89; 32 (1978), pp. 134-135 n. 180. A recent thorough discussion of
postbiblical 'baptist' sects has been provided by K. Rudolph, Antike Baptisten: Zu den
Uberlieferungen uberfruhjudische und -christliche Taufsekten (Berlin, 1981).
17 M. Burrows, J. C. Trever, and W. H. Brownlee (eds.), The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's
Monastery, Volume II, Fascicle 2: Plates and Transcription of the Manual of Discipline (New
Haven, 1951); republished by F. M. Cross et al., Scrollsfrom Qumran Cave I(Jerusalem, 1972),
pp. [64]-[74]. See further W. H. Brownlee, The Dead Sea Manual of Discipline: Translation and
Notes (Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research Supplementary Studies 10-12)
(New Haven, 1951); J. Licht, Megillat Haserakhim (Jerusalem, 1965).
1s Most of the Damascus Covenant (or Damascus Document) survives in two medieval
copies originally discbvered among the documents recovered from the Cairo Geniza at the turn
of this century. The editio princeps is S. Schechter, Documents of Jewish Sectaries: Fragments of
a Zadokite Work (Cambridge, 1910). Photographic plates of the medieval manuscripts were
published by S. Zeitlin, The Zadokite Fragments (Philadelphia, 1952). The most important
studies of this text are those of L. Ginzberg, Eine unbekannte jddische Sekte (New York, 1922);
English translation, with supplementation, An Unknown Jewish Sect (New York, 1976), and C.
Rabin, The Zadokite Documents, 2nd revised ed. (Oxford, 1958). The Qumran caves have
yielded further pieces of this document which remain for the most part unpublished. See P.
Benoit et al., 'Le travail d'edition des manuscrits de Qumran', Revue biblique (= RB) 63 (1956),
pp. 55 and 61; J. T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, trans. J. Strugnell
(Naperville, III., 1958), pp. 38-39, 151-152; and, in general, E. Schdrer, G. Vermes, F. Millar,
and M. Goodman (eds.), The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ
(Edinburgh, 1973-1987), 111.1 389-398.
19 Conveniently collected in A. Adam and C. Burchard (eds.), Antike Berichte uber die
Essener, 2. Auflage (Berlin, 1972), pp. 1-38. Subsequent citations in this essay of texts
concerning the Essenes rely upon this volume. Cf. now G. Vermes and M. Goodman, The
Essenes in the Classical Sources (Sheffield, 1989).
20 Note the discussion and references provided by Schiirer-Vermes-Millar-Goodman,
History, 11 583-590; also G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective, revised ed.
(Philadelphia, 1981), pp. 116-136.
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the Jewish sect which called itself ha- Yahad ('Commune').21
An examination of the text of the Codex reveals several offices and
institutions apparently operative in the daily life of this Mesopotamian
baptist sect. The utmost respect was evidently accorded to certain individuals termed dpx'yot or 'leaders'. The text applies this title to Elchasai
himself during Mani's impassioned defence of his allegedly deviant ritual
behaviour. Mani appeals to the paradigmatic conduct of AAxacaaos' o
dpxryro tOU3 V6uoV 6VuCV.22 On the other hand, a contemporary unidentified
&pXi7y}'o of the sect admonishes the youthful Mani regarding the latter's
avoidance of sanctioned agricultural labour (CMC 9:1-13). It is unclear
whether the designation apXqy45 is used in the Codex to denote an actual
office in the Elchasaite community.23 No reference to such an authority
appears in the description of Mani's 'trial' before the Elchasaite sanhedrin.
According to the Byzantine 'long abjuration-formula', the title apXqy6F was
borne by the supreme head of the Manichaean Church,24 and this rank is
paralleled by the terms s'r'r in Middle Persian documents and ¢W or .r.A. in
Arabic testimony.25 The Codex itself also refers to the leaders of distinct
21

E.g. IQS 5:1: ...

-7nl'fmn l

Inurnfnn. See S. Talmon, 'The Sectarian

1-fl-A Biblical

Noun', Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953), pp. 133-140; J. Maier, 'Zum Begriff '7f in den Texten
von Qumran', Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft (=ZAW) 72 (1960), pp.
148-166; B. W. Dombrowski, `TM'n in IQS and *o KOLV6V: An Instance of Early Greek and
Jewish Synthesis', Harvard Theological Review 59 (1966), pp. 293-307; P. Wernberg-M0ller,
'The Nature of the YAHAD According to the Manual of Discipline and Related Documents',
Annual of the Leeds University Oriental Society 6 (1966-68), pp. 56-81; Schurer-VermesMillar-Goodman, History, 11430 n. 12.
22 CMC 94:10-12. While Henrichs-Koenen usually translate as 'Haupt', 'Oberhaupt', or
'Fiihrer' (see ZPE 19 (1975), p. 11; 32 (1978), pp. 105 and 152 n. 217; 44 (1981), p. 213), they
render this Greek phrase as 'Alchasaios, der Stiffer eures Gesetzes' (ZPE 5 (1970), pp. 135-136;
32 (1978), p. 115), referring to al-Nadim's description of al-Hasih (= Elchasai) as the one who
'prescribed laws' (Qj; cf. Qur'an S. 42:11, 20) for the sect known as the Mughtasila or
'baptists'. For the latter text, see G. Flugel, Mani: seine Lehre und seine Schriften (Leipzig,
1862; repr. Osnabruck, 1969), p. 133. An objection to the translation of apXv1yog as 'Stifter' has
been raised by Luttikhuizen, Revelation of Elchasai, pp. 162-163 and 171-172.
23 In CMC 85:17-20, it is reported that some of the baptists considered the youthful Mani
to be 'a leader and a teacher' ([OLcfl] apX71y6v Kat 8L[5daKa]AOV Eaxov fIe), but whether these
designations reflect actual sectarian offices or simply complimentary praise remains unclear.
24 AvaEpa.arwO) KaL KaTaOEf.Lan'7LW Vravg TOUS MavLxatovg ... Kat 7r&vs'ag ToUS dpXiqyo6 avT(Lv
KAEKIOU Kai EKAeKS
KCL 88aaKfxAo0V Kat EITIOKO7TOV9s
ai TpaPVIPOV
Kra aKpOt7aa KIat
[Ta071& ....Text cited from A. Adam (ed.), Texte zum Manichdismus, 2. Auflage (Berlin, 1969),
p. 101, 11. 142-147. Compare also Homilies 50:24 (H. J. Polotsky (ed.), Manichaische Homilien
(Stuttgart, 1934)); Psalm-Book 44:9-10 (C. R. C. Allberry (ed.), A Manichaean Psalm-Book
(Stuttgart, 1938)).
25 See F. C. Andreas and W. B. Henning, 'Mitteliranische Manichaica aus ChinesischTurkestan. II', Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Berlin
(= SPA R) (Berlin, 1933), p. 327, n. 1; H.-C. Puech, Le manicheisme: sonfondateur-sa doctrine
(Paris, 1949), pp. 86-87 and 180 n. 362; Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 5 (1970), p. 136, n. 98.
Compare also the earlier discussions of F. C. Baur, Das manichdische Religionssystem
(Tubingen, 1831), pp. 301-305; Fluigel, Mani, pp. 298, 316, 319; K. Kessler, 'Mani, Manichaer',
in J. J. Herzog and A. Hauck (eds.), Realencyklopadiefuir protestantische Theologie und Kirche,
3. Auflage (Leipzig, 1896-1909), XII 216.
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religious bodies as dpXr yoL (CMC 104:1).26 It is thus possible that the usage
of dpXn.y4 in the Codex reflects an anachronistic borrowing from later
Manichaean organizational structure instead of an actual Elchasaite office.
This may explain the application of the title to religious leaders in general
and to the unidentified Elchasaite authority mentioned above, but the
employment of the same designation for the 'founder' of the Elchasaite
schism gives one pause. Here the term appears to be used in the sense of
'originator' or 'progenitor', as when Josephus similarly entitles Noah 'the
progenitor of our people'.27 One might compare this nuance of &pXryos' to
the references in the Codex to the 'fathers' or 'forefathers' 28 revered as
spiritual authorities by both Mani and the baptist sect. These were figures
from the past who had transmitted either oral or written teachings that were
granted programmatic authority by the present-day baptist community.
Examples of such influential individuals were a series of Jewish patriarchs,
Jesus, Elchasai, and two otherwise unknown teachers named Sabbaios29
and Aianos.30 One might furthermore compare with this roster of teachers
and interpreters the analogous Qumranic veneration for the religious
instructions imparted by God through Moses and the Prophets, and
especially for the 'correct' interpretation given to these traditions by an early
leader of that sect, the Moreh (ha-) Sedeq or 'True Lawgiver'.31 According
to CD 1:11, God had raised up among the proto-sectarian Jewish group a
'True Lawgiver to lead them upon the path of his [i.e. God's] intention'.32
This Qumran concept of authoritative guidance might illuminate the baptist
26, KaL Tr(Lv &pX71y79V T(ZV 8Oy,gQTwV (CMC 104:1-3). Cf. also CMC 137:10.
27
Josephus, Contra Apionem 1.130: N;Xog dZo6 yeVOv) flZasv cPXl)y6g.
28 CMC 47:3-5 (rTsv
1TpOy'VEaTeptv TaiTipwv); 71:8-9 (Quro Tr6v 1;pOy&V&v jJAuZ4v] 7TaTf'pWV);
87:3-4 (or' 7Tpoyovot jp6v iraQTpef); 88:5-6 (o. 7TaTfpfS 1jU.(V Kat OL8QeKaAOt); 91:6-8 (To g teraika
K,Ca Tiv ctiTepwv). Compare also CMC 71:18-19 (i.c[v irpoyo']vwv d1roeio'Acv) and
TOO vo'jUVKCjusv

99:13 (TOio srpo4QaveE). For a discussion of the importance of the 'forefathers', see HenrichsKoenen, ZPE 32 (1978), p. 159. Henrichs calls attention to the use of this designation
in Kephalaia 7:7 (cf. H. J. Polotsky and A. Bohlig (eds.), Kephalaia (Stuttgart, 1940)) and
M 7 (apud Andreas-Henning, 'Mitteliranische Manichaica aus Chinesisch-Turkestan. III',
SPA W (Berlin, 1934), p. 872); see HSCP 77 (1973), p. 25, n. 8. One might note the frequent
appeals to the 'fathers' (tfml) and 'forefathers' (n3wlX1) in Qumranic texts.
29 FagaEog O #a7-taHse[g] (CMC 97:18-98:8). See Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 32 (1978), pp.
194-195. Note that C. Buck curiously misinterprets the phrase 'Sabbaios the baptist' as an
alternative designation for Mani's baptist sect; cf. his 'The Identity of the Sabi'uin: An
Historical Quest', The Muslim World 74 (1984), p. 183.
30 AiaL'os or Aidvqs, further qualified as a 'baptist from Koche' (CMC 98:9-99:9). See
Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 32 (1978), pp. 197-198.
31 For a justification of this understanding of the expression Moreh (ha)-Sedeq (nolo
see J. C. Reeves, 'The Meaning of Moreh Sedeq in Light of II Q Torah', in E. Puech
p1T1(fl)),
and F. Garcia Martinez (eds.), ttudes Qumrdniennes: Memorial Jean Carmignac (Paris, 1988),
pp. 287-298.
32 jnb 1
n1fl1Zl3oDn 17 . Cf. Schechter, Fragments, pp. XII-XIII; G.
"oroin
Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit (Gottingen, 1963), p. 166.
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sect's recognition of Elchasai as the dpX7s7y4 of their mode of life.33
Another office mentioned in the Codex is that of 0&'KOOS(7707J77 or 'master
of the house'.34 The term is used in the New Testament to denote a property
owner or the head of a household.35 The use of the word with regard to
a functionary within a religious community does not seem to be attested
in Greek literature outside the Codex, and scholars have diligently endeavoured to supply possible analogues from Syrian monastic literature.36
Very little can be gleaned from the Codex about the responsibilities of this
office, aside from the literal translation of the title itself. According to the
Codex, this office was held by Pattikios, a person known to us from other
sources as the biological father of Mani.37 Interestingly, one of the few
references to the position of oIKoSaEM&77s7 occurs when a baptist court is
being convened to try Mani for his offences against the precepts of the sect.
The text relates that when the judges were assembling, the otKo8EacF'ro',rq was
also summoned, and the charges against Mani were initially presented
before him. Only after his assent to the proceedings was Mani brought

before the tribunal.38
33 A connection between the Qumran Moreh (ha)-Sedeq and Elchasai in terms of their
function for their respective communities was already suggested by C. Colpe, 'Die Thomaspsalmen als chronologischer Fixpunkt in der Geschichte der orientalischen Gnosis', Jahrbuch
fur Antike und Christentum 7 (1964), pp. 87-88.
34 CMC 89:9- 10; 100:21-22; 140:12-13.
35 Matthew 10:25; 13:27,52; 20:1,11; 21:33; 24:43 (par. Luke 12:39); Mark 14:14 (par. Luke
22:1 1); Luke 13:25; 14:21; cf. also I Timothy 5:14. The Hebrew expression corresponding to
this term is nr'^ s172. Compare also Syriac mr' byt', mrh dbyt', or mrbyt', employed as
translations for olKo0Eo7TOTr7g in the Old Syriac and Peshitta versions of the Gospel verses cited
above.
36 See the discussions of Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 5 (1970), pp. 156-157, n. 150; 32 (1978),
pp. 166-169, n. 242; 44 (1981), pp. 233-234. A summary of their interpretation is provided by
Koenen, 'Manichaische Mission und Kloster in Agypten', in Das romisch-byzantinische
4gypten (Mainz am Rhein, 1983), pp. 99-101. These authors are inclined to view the title
OCOKfEaO3TT,S as an anachronistic employment of a later Manichaean title attested in Middle
Iranian and Chinese texts that connotes both the ideas of 'cloister superintendent' and 'elder'.
For the Oriental evidence, see especially W. Sundermann, 'Zur fruihen missionarischen
Wirksamkeit Manis', Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae (= AcOrH) 24 (1971),
pp. 91-93; idem, 'Iranische Lebensbeschreibungen Manis', Acta Orientalia (Copenhagen) 36
(1974), pp. 135-137. H.-C. Puech has suggested that this title represents an authentic sectarian
office; see his Sur le manich6isme et autre essais (Paris, 1979), p. 384.
37 The most important testimonies are supplied by Puech, Le manicheisme, pp. 35-36 and
117-118, n. 124. See also Sundermann, AcOrH24 (1971), pp. 83-84, n. 28.
38 T6TE [TOL1VV[V] Et'dV LSov Ka oF [&aFp]oL a0To00
ELs iret[paafui]v aOTWV oX if(w, [ad?d.] KaTa
KaC
PpaXv gpa[X6 Ka]TaA00 KaL KaTap[ycrTOV] a(v aiTov Vo[tLOV Kat] T7 e8eajLTa aiTrEp aJTEK]pLVaV
TO ga7TntacLa p7 P07T1(O/teVoV 6potWEs aVTOF5, LSOVTEE
s
CV T06TO1E 17aeW dVaOeT6Taa aVTOgS TOTE
KaL TO TA77S7OE T6v eTaipwv aVroO TpefpOTrepwv avvooov iot0oaavTo eLoO Xdptv. CKaAfaav 8f KaL
OLKOSE7TOT77V NaTTiKLOV Kat eZSTOV avTy o VL'OE eov 41eTpdTS? TOV VO/.LOV TIWV Kat. ELE TOV KO6alOV
go6AETaL sTopEvGl/va[L] Kat'F TLVOV ApT[O]V Ka[L o]srdLpav KaL AMXava [da ado]pL0Opf.V flLEES Ka[L OK
i]ac6i10fV, TOITOtS [1Taiv] OVK fE aKOAOVE( [Ka s71]at 8f'OV tVat Ktv[?|7aL] TauTa. aMAAo[LoF TO pA4Tot]cp.a
OV TpOT'O[V 'WV O],TR-ETa, [EAA7qYLKOV] SC dpTOV POVAfTat uOOeLtv. IIaTT&K(OS e Sla TO TEOEwp7/KeVat
a6TWjv TOV /y.LCyTOV 6opv,ov E77 TpOS avToS- KaAfaa7T
etfVeL aOTOV Ka0. nTe 'aTc. (CMC 88:15-90:7.)
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This particular course of action, which hints at an established legal
procedure, is reminiscent of several regulations regarding the presentation
of charges against a fellow sectarian that are found in Qumranic literature.
In a passage of the Damascus Covenant that outlines certain qualifications
for an official designated runn?nl
'7:, *i 't n;awn or 'the inspector who (has
authority over) all the camps', we read that anyone prosecuting a suit or
dispute must consult the Ipn?,39 presumably prior to any further legal
action. One might also compare the sequence of actions enjoined in CD
9:16-2340 upon those persons who observed other members of the group
transgressing the precepts of the Torah, the basic charter of the sect. Each
offence was apparently reported by the witness(es) first to the npnn before
any subsequent legal proceedings took place.41
The office of rj7:n has elicited much comment from interpreters of the
Qumran documents. The term ,j Y42 is most frequently translated as
'inspector' or 'overseer', and several scholars have sought to establish a
philological correspondence between this title and the Christian office of
btiGaKoTro&.43 The duties of the npan emerge from several passages in the
Damascus Covenant and the Serek ha- Yahad. This official is first and
foremost responsible for the education and authoritative guidance of the
39 VCmZI:'- D -I pn:D 12r' t3TKfm1nn
ff' 1Vx
1X7-T
'And concerning any
matter which any person has to speak about, let him speak to the mebaqqer regarding any suit
or ruling' (CD 14:11-12).
-I ms
xmnl
x-Iv:RN9x n::- :Z
n nri
3n= t3,T,
Tnn brnzx
n lno* 1p prim
nn
rp: nv-rr rxnm rimxn ci,Mi 137 13%?2X3 13x -T
.nnurn '-=fl (CD 9:16-23). See L. H. Schiffman, Sectarian Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls:
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Courts, Testimony and the Penal Code (Chico, Calif., 1983), pp. 94-96.
41 See Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls (cf. n. 20 above), p. 99.
42 The term Dpn13 appears in IQS 6:12, 19-20; CD 9:17-19, 22; 13:5-7, 13, 15-16; 14:8-12;
15:7-8, 11, 14; 4Q275, fragment 3 1. 3 (cf. J. T. Milik, 'Milki-sedeq et Milki-resa dans les
anciens &crits juifs et chretiens', Journal of Jewish Studies 23 (1972), p. 130). Discussions of this
position are provided by J. F. Priest, 'Mebaqqer, Paqid, and the Messiah', Journal of Biblical
Literature (= JBL) 81 (1962), pp. 55-61; P. von der Osten-Sacken, 'Bemerkungen zur Stellung
des mebaqqer in der Sektenschrift', ZNW 55 (1964), pp. 18-26; Licht, Megillat Haserakhim,
pp. 115-116. A similar title is also used of a Nabataean cultic official (see C.-F. Jean and
J. Hoftijzer, Dictionnaire des inscriptions semitiques de l'ouest (Leiden, 1965), p. 34 s.v.
but it remains unclear whether there is any connection between the two positions.
43 This correlation was first proposed by 1. Levi, 'Un ecrit sadduceen anterieur a la
destruction du Temple', Revue des eudes juives (=REJ) 61 (1911), p. 195, n. 1; cf. especially
idem, REJ 63 (1912), pp. 8-9. See also K. Kohler, 'Dositheus, the Samaritan Heresiarch, and
his Relations to Jewish and Christian Doctrines and Sects', American Journal of Theology 15
(1911), pp. 415-416 (reprinted in K. Kohler, Studies, Addresses, and Personal Papers (New
York, 1931), p. 49); followed by A. Buchler, 'Schechter's "Jewish Sectaries"', Jewish Quarterly
Review (= JQR) n.s. 3 (1912-13), p. 464. For further discussion of this proposal, with numerous
references, see H. H. Rowley, 'The Qumran Sect and Christian Origins', Bulletin of the John
Rylands Library 44 (1962), pp. 135-136; B. E. Thiering, 'Mebaqqer and Episkopos in the Light
of the Temple Scroll', JBL 100 (1981), pp. 59-74; and M. Weinfeld, The Organizational Pattern
and the Penal Code of the Qumran Sect (Gottingen, 1986), pp. 19-20.
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members of the sect. In CD 13:7-10, these responsibilities are expressed in
almost poetic language: 'He [i.e. the -jp7Z] will instruct the group in the
works of God, and will teach them His awesome deeds, and will recount
before them the eternal events ... he will show mercy to them as a father
does for his son, and he will return those who wander away as a shepherd
does for his flock, and he will loosen the fetters that bind them so that there
will not be an oppressed or broken (member) in his group.' 44 His
exemplary mastery of the divine precepts and the correct interpretation of
those precepts is such that when the priesthood, a rank otherwise recognized
as the supreme authority over the community,45 are ignorant of certain
ordinances pertaining to a ritual ruling, they receive instruction in these
ordinances from the nj,1p=?46 The pedagogic responsibility of the ij7p=n is
clearly visible in the rules governing the admission of new members to the
community. Candidates for admission are first examined by him before they
are permitted further intercourse with the group,47 and it is the ,pj73 who
administers the solemn 'oath of the Mosaic covenant' to the petitioner for
membership.48 The ipn also seems to have exercised control over the
economic life of the sect. He collects a portion of each member's monthly
earnings for distribution among the indigent and the disabled,49 and
maintains written records which catalogue the assets and stores of the
community.50 Finally, no member of the group can enter into any kind of
trading partnership without the consent of the np n.5I1
It is regrettable that the Codex does not contain further information
which might illustrate the duties or authority of the official termed
otKo&ca7r&r,q. The aforementioned possible parallel in legal procedure of
consulting the OLKO8aErO'r7 or 'ilpm prior to an actual trial must remain an
intriguing coincidence until further evidence is forthcoming.
nnD
:n"D D XDmlz
sX
r nn x
-1-1
-in, i-i-Y ninnn <arrm-r> nzmir7 ~Ds [n,ivnzz
mnl<ni-rn
13.
in=
: nnbs
nn13inlvTP rls- p1-'I? mn'n rln' onr1vIp (CD 13:7-10). These lines are in fact arranged as poetry
44

1-

DLt'

by Rabin, Zadokite Documents (see n. 18 above), pp. 64-66.
45 IQS 5:2; 6:8-9; 9:7. For discussion, see Licht, Megillat Haserakhim, pp. 110-115;
Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 90.
46
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We move now to a consideration of another title used in Mani's baptist
community, that of 7rpeajv'TEpo0 or 'elder'.52 This designation is of course
familiar to us due to its employment in both Jewish and Christian tradition
to denote one who exercises special authority in a social community, most
frequently in a juridical context.53 A similar usage of the term is visible in
the Codex. A prominent baptist antagonist of Mani is identified as
'Sitaios54 son of Gara, an elder of their sanhedrin'.55 An official status for
the office of 'elder' is suggested in the statement that Sitaios in company
with an indeterminate number of 'elders' convoked a formal assembly
(u&ovSogo) for the purpose of reproving Mani's deviant behaviour.56
Presumably the resulting trial was conducted before this board of 'elders',
perhaps in the presence of the entire baptist community.
One might compare the status of the 'elder' (Ip') in the Qumran
community. According to lQS 6:8-9, a session of the aLirn 3= or 'general
assembly of the group' (a designation to which we will return below)
observes a strict hierarchical seating arrangement of priests in the first
position, elders (tript) in the second position, and finally the remainder of
the community in positions befitting each member's credentials.57 No
further information can be gleaned from the Serek ha- Yahad regarding the
function of these elders in the assembly, but it is apparent that their position

is second only to the priesthood in matters which come before the =172
52

CMC 74:11-13; 76:22-23; 89:6-7; 103:4-6. Compare 97:21-22 'elder of the city'

(s-rv

7rpeoflaE[pov T5s s7]OAEw6) and 143:4 'elders and teachers' ([TOcL^ 1TpfeflU7-fpo[w3 KaL 8Lha]KdAeow).

53 For general discussions of the role of the 'elder' in biblical tradition, see J. L. McKenzie,
'The Elders in the Old Testament', Biblica 40 (1959), pp. 522-540; R. de Vaux, Les institutions
de lAncien Testament, 2nd rev. ed. (Paris, 1961-67), t. I, pp. 108, 212-213, 235-241; J. Conrad
and G. J. Botterweck, '1Ij7 zaqen', in G. J. Botterweck and H. Ringgren (eds.), Theologisches
Worterbuch zum Alten Testament (Stuttgart, 1970- ), Bd. II, cols. 639-650; H. Reviv, Mosad
hazeqenim beyisra'el le'or hamiqra' ute'udot hisoniyot (Jerusalem, 1983). For the Jewish office,
see Schiurer-Vermes-Millar-Goodman, History, vol. II, pp. 200-204, 427-433; Z. W. Falk,
Introduction to Jewish Law of the Second Commonwealth (Leiden, 1972-78), vol. I, pp. 51-53.
For the Christian office, see H. von Campenhausen, Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual
Power in the Church of the First Three Centuries, trans. J. A. Baker (Stanford, 1969), pp.
76-123.
54 On the variant forms of the name, see Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 32 (1978), pp. 125-126, n.
150.
"
ao d pfEPUTEpOr TOU6 aVVEpt'oVuaOuTv d oT0U rapa vUOS (CMC 74:11-13).
56 T0T6 t£TaV Ka TO7TA7,7Os TCIJV fTaLpwv awTro w7pepgUTEpuWV aevooov brToLtaavTo EpoU xlptv
(CMC 89:5-8).
57 ;71D ni n wn ozt3 n7T..
m
o ir onzm1D.n 131=3 irm znmn
:r Jnon
12=n3 VIM IV' rn3fl (IQS 6:8-9). See also 4Q275, fragment 3 1. 1 (Milik, Journal of Jewish
Studies 23 (1972), p. 130). On the position of the 'elders' in the Qumran community, see
especially Schiffman, Sectarian Law, p. 100, n. 12; idem, 'Reproof as a Requisite for Punishment in the Law of the Dead Sea Scrolls', in B. S. Jackson (ed.), Jewish Law Association
Studies, II: The Jerusalem Conference Volume (Atlanta, 1986), p. 60, n. 7. Compare also IQM
13:1: VZI7 1'Ofl 'l 111' nl
m in.pD]n 1 'l?t, cited from Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the
o37*l
War ofthe Sons ofLight Against the Sons ofDarkness, trans. by B. and C. Rabin (Oxford, 1962), p.
321. For 'elders' among the Essenes, see Josephus, Bellum 2.146; Philo, Quod omnisprobus liber sit
81 (both texts cited in n. 72 below).
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rnm,. An interesting passage in the Damascus Covenant sheds more light
upon their status. It states that any community member who has a grievance
against his fellow and who does not rebuke the offender before witnesses,
but instead later brings the offence to attention out of spite, or who
denounces the offender (without proof) to the elders, is himself guilty of
violating the biblical prohibition (Leviticus 19:18) against bearing rancour.58 From this passage it appears that the elders served as a type of
internal 'police' who monitored the behaviour of the less proficient members
of the sect. Presumably an accusation lodged against a member by an elder
carried more weight than a similar charge levelled from one's equal or
inferior in status. It is hence indicative of the gravity of Mani's transgressions that his accusers are 'Sitaios and his fellow elders',59 an inherently
conservative body responsible for the preservation of the community's
distinctive identity vis-dt-vis the secular world. It is highly unlikely that such
a group would have been receptive to Mani's radical reinterpretation of the
community's ideology.
As noted above, Sitaios is termed in the Codex 'an elder of their
sanhedrin' (o 7TpEc,p°rEpoS roV avveop('ov air(Zv),60 the antecedent of 'their'
being the baptist community among whom Mani lived. In rabbinic usage,
the term rrnnm (= Greek avvseptov) connotes a 'law-court', be it local,
regional or national, and is a synonym of the parallel Hebrew expression
r- n:.61 Both Josephus and the New Testament use avvAptov in a more
particular sense to refer to an administrative council of Jewish oligarchs
which was seated in Jerusalem and which functioned as a court of law.62
The arvvptov of the Elchasaites was apparently an identifiable communal

5S nim, m9vn sy X
w,v
tr-innn xwo tvN 5ni Inv nn nx nit2r xPi wm?n nnx nslox
nuil xl
m 713 mla
1'2
lrly?l'
rDD1X lDX p-'M' IKX"-l M5P "'2 D1.-lIM XK f'IX (CD 9:2-4). For
discussion of this pericope, see Schiffman, Sectarian Law, pp. 89-90.
zTQV KQLTrAls-6 rST(OV 'Taipwv aQTOV 7TpE9#VT7pCWV (CMC 89:4-6). Cf. also 88:16-17.
60 Seen. 55 above.
61 Cf. mSanh.
1:5-6; Sifra ad Leviticus 20:4 (Weiss 91c); compare Targum Esther 2:21; 5:9.
For discussion, see Ch. Albeck (ed.), Shishah Sidrey Mishnah (Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv,
1957-59), vol. IV, p. 165; J. Levy, Worterbuch u'ber die Talmudim und Midraschim, 2. Auflage
(Berlin and Wien, 1924; repr. Darmstadt, 1963), Bd. III, pp. 553-554; S. Krauss, Griechische
und lateinische Lehnwiirter im Talmud, Midrasch und Targum (Berlin, 1898-99), Bd. 11, pp.
401-402; S. Safrai, 'Jewish Self-Government', in S. Safrai and M. Stern (eds.), The Jewish
People in the First Century (Philadelphia, 1974-76), vol. 1.1, pp. 403-404; Schurer-VermesMillar-Goodman, History, vol. 11, pp. 205-209; E. Will and C. Orrieux, IoudaTsmosHe//enismos: Essai sur lejudaismejudeen a l'6poque hellWnistique (Nancy, 1986), p. 213.
62 Note the references in Schurer-Vermes-Millar-Goodman, History, vol. II, pp. 206-207.
I am not concerned here with the issue of the discrepancy between the rabbinic sources and the
Greek sources regarding the composition and functions of the Great Sanhedrin in Jerusalem.
For guidance on this latter problem, see Safrai, 'Jewish Self-Government', in Safrai and Stern,
First Century (see preceding note), vol. 1.1, pp. 379-392, and E. Rivkin, 'Beth Din, Boule,
Sanhedrin: A Tragedy of Errors', Hebrew Union College Annual46 (1975), pp. 181-199.
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institution.63 Based upon the above evidence, it would denote a group of
recognized community leaders who periodically met together in order to
deliberate upon issues of common concern. The Elchasaite sanhedrin
perhaps consisted of all the community elders plus officials such as the
oLKo0Ea7TOr47%, meeting in conjunction with members of lesser status.
The institution in Qumran literature which would correspond to that of
the sanhedrin is the one designated :enz or 'session'.64 The word 3ne
signifies a 'seat' or 'one (or more) who are seated'. There are references in
the Qumran texts to distinctive MnIUMZ such as the 'moshab of the cities of
Israel',63 presumably denoting an assembly comprised of sectarian leaders
from various urban centres in Eretz Israel, or the 'moshab of the camps',66
perhaps an assembly of the leading authorities of the separate 'wilderness'
establishments. However, the most common and significant employment of
the term is in the phrase w'min 301n. This expression is used to describe a
general assembly of the entire community67 for the purpose of explicating
the distinctive laws of the sect.68 The clearest illustration of the operation of
this institution is provided by IQS 6:8 ff.: 'And this is the rule for the
moshab ha-rabbim: each person in his assigned place-the priests shall sit in
the first position, the elders in the second position, and the remainder of all
the people shall sit each in his assigned place. This same order (will they
follow when) they are questioned regarding a legal ruling or any sort of
counsel or affair that is of concern to the community, each giving response
from his own knowledge to the Council of the community. Let no one
interrupt the words of his fellow before the latter has finished speaking, and
moreover, let no one speak prior to his assigned turn by rank. Anyone who
asks a question must speak in his turn. And in the moshab ha-rabbim, no
one will speak of any matter without the approval of the community or of

63 References to the baptist auvlhpiov appear in CMC 65:5-6; 74:12-13; 77:7; 89:5-8.
Compare 110:7-8: TaS avvdoovu rags irep]te, which apparently employs atvosog as a synonym
for aVVfhpLov. Note Josephus, Bellum 1.170 (euvo5ovs) versus Antiquities 14.91 (ouvvh'pta) for a
similar variation.
64 C. Rabin, Qumran Studies (Oxford, 1957; repr. New York, 1975), pp. 103-107; Weinfeld,
Organizational Pattern, pp. 27-28.
6 5 1VVl,
n -1" in(CD 12:19).
66 [rnn]n[n]fln (CD 12:22-23); ri1nnm 3Mn1 (CD 13:20); nUZnll Z 3n1n (CD 14:3).
67 The term(s) Czn'1 w,, literally 'the many', designate the general body of the sect as a
collective entity and are synonymous with 1M1(0). See S. Lieberman, 'The Discipline in the
So-Called Dead Sea Manual of Discipline', JBL 71 (1952), p. 203; R. Marcus, 'BPRTH in the
Damascus Covenant xiii.7-8', Journal of Near Eastern Studies 15 (1956), pp. 184-187; idem,
'Mebaqqer and Rabbim in the Manual of Discipline', JBL 75 (1956), p. 299; Weinfeld,
Organizational Pattern, p. 14. Compare the usage of Greek7Az6o5 in Acts 6:5; 15:12; 1 Clement
54:2; Ignatius, Epistle to the Magnesians 6:1; Epistle to the Trallians 1:1; 8:2; Epistle to the
Smyrnaeans 8:2.
6S E. F. Sutcliffe, 'The General Council of the Qumran Community', Biblica 40 (1959), pp.
971-983; L. H. Schiffman, The Halakhah at Qumran (Leiden, 1975), pp. 68-71.
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the man who is mebaqqer of the community.69 Anyone who has a matter to
speak of before the community, being one who is enquiring (of) the counsel
of the community without an assigned place (in the community hierarchy),70
that one shall stand up and say: I have a matter to bring before the
community, and if they respond to him (affirmatively), (then) he may
speak.' 71
We learn from this passage that the o32'. =73V was an assembly
governed by strict organizational principles and a code of conduct emphasizing respect for the learned savants of the tradition.72 The assembly was
comprised of the recognized authorities of the sect-the priests, the mp:r,
the elders-and of fully enrolled members of the sect, each occupying a seat
in accordance with his rank in the community. Each of these individuals was
expected to join in the deliberations of the assembly.73 Provision was also
made for the participation (and education?) of those adherents of the
community who had not yet achieved permanent status within it. Should
one of these neophytes have a question or issue to raise before the assembly,
they would stand to be recognized by the group before proceeding to
speak.74
There may be a parallel to this prescribed mode of propounding questions
to the gathered sages in a passage of the Codex wherein Mani expresses his
69 Licht punctuates this passage differently, placing 'the man who is mebaqqer ...' with the
following sentence, understanding 'And when the mebaqqer wishes to speak, or anyone else has
something to say to the assembly ...' (Megillat Haserakhim, p. 144). 1 follow here the
interpretation of Marcus, JBL 75 (1956), p. 300.
'° Interpreting the word ZTfl3 as an 'assigned position' in the community hierarchy (cf.
IQS 2:21-25; CD 20:5), perhaps reflecting the assignment of all Israelites to one of the
twenty-four priestly 1rvrtzVn ('courses') in the time of the Second Temple (see mTa'anit 4:2).
Compare Isaiah 22:19; 1 Chronicles 23:28; 2 Chronicles 35:15. Z7J17 in this sense is perhaps
equivalent to PDnr (IQS 6:4,8-9; 7:21; 8:19) or D3pn (CD 13:12).
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72 For the Essenes, compare Josephus, Bellum 2.146: TOLS Of wpea9uTEpott V6TaKOVELV KaU TOES
TTAELOuiV fV KaAQ) T!GEvTat; Philo, Quod omnis probus liber sit 81: Ka' 5AutKag fV TCaefEtv t57r
1rpfvE9pTfpOLS VEfoI KaOc4ovTat, tJETa KOauT.OUTOO iTpOOKOVTOSl EXOVTCS aKpOaTtKwe.
73 '... the descriptions of the moshab seem to imply that all members of the sect took part'
(Rabin, Qumran Studies, p. 107).
74 Compare CD 14:10-11. I do not follow here the interpretation of Licht, who sees in this
passage the procedure followed by both the ipqz and full members when they wish to
introduce new matters before the assembly (Megillat Haserakhim, p. 142). Similarly, Weinfeld
holds that candidates for admission did not possess the right to speak, and refers to IQS 7:20
(Organizational Pattern, p. 44). However, IQS 7:20 is not concerned with neophytes, but with
persons who transgressed sectarian precepts and the process to be followed for their
rehabilitation as full members. I follow the interpretation of G. Vernes, The Dead Sea Scrolls
in English, 3rd ed. (Harmondsworth, 1987), p. 69.
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growing frustration with the Elchasaite teachings. The text reads: 'I had had
enough debating [with] each one in that Law, ris[ing up] and ques[ti]oning
them [concerning the] way of God, [the] commandments of the Saviour, the
washing, the vegetables they wash, and their every ordinance and order
according to which they walk."' An interesting phrase here is the reference
to 'ris[ing up] and ques[tiloning them'. While the Greek has been partially
restored by the editors (dvat[aoov]To's4 IoV Kat ava[KpIvovTos aVTo6s), enough
crucial letters are extant to ensure the likelihood of their reconstruction.76
If we accept their reading, we then have an interesting analogue to the
mode of interrogation prescribed by the Serek ha- Yahad for meetings of the
wnn nzen. There too the sectarian adherent who desires instruction in, or
clarification of, one of the community precepts 'rises up' (1z71) before
propounding his question (IQS 6:12-13).
It might also be noted that the issues Mani brought before the authorities
of his community were the sort one might imagine were discussed in the
Qumran o'mnn =m7o. The phrase 'way of God' ([r7mpt' r1] d8ov TOV OEoV) is
reminiscent of the Qumranic expression 'tt -nT (CD 20:18; cf. IQS 3:10), a
concept probably ultimately based upon an exegesis of Isaiah 40:3a77 'prepare in the wilderness the way of the Lord' (cf. IQS 8:13-16; 9:19-20)and is to be contrasted with alternate paths such as the 'way(s) of
wickedness' (n liVT In (IQH 14:26; cf. IQS 4:19); nzrtm flm (IQS
5:10-11)), the 'way of the wicked' (own 'l- (CD 8:8-9)), the 'way of
corruption' (mrnvivn 1-i (CD 15:7)), or the 'ways of darkness' (Ivn DrD
(lQS 3:21; 4:11)). The 'commandments of the Saviour' ([1TEpi rcTv] TroV
uw'ripog EVTOA[avW]) in the Elchasaite context refers to the teachings of Jesus,
as the Codex itself makes clear in a later passage.78 The analogues to this
species of authoritative guidance within Qumran thought are expressions
like (nr ,'7) X rni, 'commandments of God (transmitted by Moses)' (CD
i?
2:18; 3:2, 12-13; 5:21; 9:7), tnx'w'm inny bl rni nvn
mis nvtt(n), 'that
which he (God) commanded through Moses and through his servants the
prophets' (lQS 1:3; cf. 8:15-16), minrnrm3, 'commandments of their
lawgivers' (CD 3:7-8), or simply the expression onr rnnmF, 'the Mosaic Law'.
The questions about 'washing' ([7Tf]pi roV flamriaparog) and 'purification of
75

IcKav9 1oL StlAoyo5 yfye9YqTaL [eIv &e&VqJ TO V4ut [7rpOS] eva eKaOrov, cvaU[eaov]+oS /OV KUL

dVa[KPC]VOVTO aQVTOVS [Tpr iT ] d3vot T-OV OVoE0 K[at TTEpL Tt;cV] TOV wraT pog 4vToA[6v Kat 7rE]pL TOO
lJa7rTteaLaTO Kai 7fpL fOV gaiT1rnovatv ?aXaVwV Kai 7TEpt 7raVTOS OEfUOV Kai TdEwUS aJTC1V KaU IV
nTopEtOVTat (CMC 79:14-80:5).

76 Koenen-Romer, Mani-Kodex (1985), p. 157.
77 - 1-1-7 1 flD7732 wXlj7 171?. See J. A. Fitzmyer, 'Jewish Christianity in Acts in the Light
of the Qumran Scrolls', in idem, Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament
(London, 1971; repr. Scholars Press, 1974), pp. 281-283. 'Way' or 'path' as a designation for
proper religious behavior is of course a commonplace in many traditions. Note for example the
references in 1. Goldziher, Vorlesungen uber den Islam, 2. Auflage (Heidelberg, 1925; repr.
1963), pp. 162-163.
78 Cf. CMC 91:9-11, 20-22; 92:3-9. It is unclear how the reference in 62:12 to 'saviours' is
to be understood.
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cov 3amrt(,ovarwv
(7mptp

foodstuffs'
AaXav'wv) reflect the recurrent need for
instruction in the particular rituals ordained by Elchasaite tradition.
and rule
Finally, the concluding statement 'concerning their every ordinance
7 70 v opEvwhich they follow'
aVTC;JVKa9'
ra'eEos
(i7rpt'i7av'r6 OEa[46v Kat
7
contains an interesting word which suggests a Qumranic concept.
OVaaL)
It is the term rafr, which normally in Greek connotes the idea of
0
or 'order', but which here bears the meaning of 'rule,
'succession'
Now Qumranic literature, in contrast with other contemporary Jewish
writings, also employs a peculiar expression that covers the same range of
The semantic equivalence of
meanings; namely, the word *lit
andraetg is in fact confirmed by a text which scholars have labelled the
'Aramaic Testament of Levi'. Fragments of this work have been discovered
in the library of
but the bulk of its text stems from some
medieval copies recovered from the famous Cairo Geniza.83 Interestingly,
portions of this same text were subsequently found in a literal Greek
translation at a monastery archive on Mount Athos.84 The Aramaic and
Greek texts overlap at several points, and it is noteworthy that at one of
these the terminus technicus
This
is rendered in Greek by
particular correspondence would seem to be valuable for our understanding

precept'.8
lID

(serek).8'

Qumran,82

-rait.ts85
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The

7viTopovovTat, literally 'according to which they walk', suggests
usage hereof ...KaO'
background in the concept of halakhah.
for the meaning

a philological

See LSJ s.v.Tatg, where nevertheless there are several citations
(Plato, Statesman 294e, 305c; Laws 925b) and 'constitution' (Aristotle, Politics
'ordinance'
1271b 40).
81 On flD see especially Schiffman, Halakhah at Qumran, pp. 60-68; Weinfeld, Organizational Pattern, pp. 10-13.
82 J. T. Milik, 'Le testament de Levi en arameen: fragments de la grotte 4 de Qumran', RB
62 (1955), pp. 398-406; D. Barthelemy and J. T. Milik (eds.), Discoveries in the Judaean Desert
of Jordan: Qumran CaveI (Oxford, 1955), pp. 87-91; J. T. Milik, The Books of Enoch: Aramaic
Fragments of Qumran Cave 4 (Oxford, 1976), pp. 23-24.
83 H. L. Pass and J. Arendzen, 'Fragment of an Aramaic Text of the Testament of Levi',
JQR o.s. 12 (1899-1900), pp. 651-661; R. H. Charles and A. Cowley, 'An Early Source of the
to the readings
Testaments of the
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Patriarchs', JQR o.s. 19 (1906-07), pp. 566-583. Corrections
supplied by J. C. Greenfield and M. E. Stone, 'Remarks on the Aramaic
Testament of Levi From the Geniza', RB 86 (1979), pp. 229-230. Both the published Qumran
and the Geniza fragments are presented in an eclectic edition by K. Beyer, Die aramaischen
Texte vom Toten Meer (G6ttingen, 1984), pp. 193-209.
84 See Charles-Cowley, JQR o.s. 19 (1906-07), pp. 566-567. For a description of the
of Charles are

(ed.), The Testaments of the
manuscript, identified as Athos Koutloumous 39, see M. de Jonge
1978), p. XVII.
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Twelve Patriarchs. A Critical Edition of the Greek Text (Leiden,
in ['-T
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fVaVTL
lTpOeoOpa eouOeVfEUOKIIKflV Kal 3)v evOw&aC
TO EpyOV (oVUfV Tdafo Kat 1T7aa
VEpLaUEaUC7
fVE Tro01E0 a' wTO S- fV j2ETpUJ Kalt UTa6tu, KaUL
ov0a av
KVpLOU U0L1bTOV
nfqv ~oa ov KaC4KEt .... See Charles-Cowley, JQR o.s. 19 (1906-07), p. 574; R. H. Charles, The
Greek Versions of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (Oxford, 1908), p. 250; idem,
Studies (see n. 43 above), p. 585,
Fragments of a Zadokite Work (Oxford, 1912), p. 17;
n. 41; P. Wernberg-M0ller, The Manual of Discipline (Leiden, 1957), p. 47; Licht, Megillat
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of the use of Trd6 in the Codex to designate a sectarian 'precept'. It also
points to a possible Palestinian background for this expression.
Yet there remains an even more telling correlation between the structure
and operation of the Qumranic wnin :mm and the posited Elchasaite
assembly wherein authoritative instruction was imparted to the earnest
enquirer. In a passage of the Codex which quotes from Mani's 'Epistle to
Edessa',86 the author describes the authority upon which his own religious
message rests. While recounting the sequence of revelatory events that
constituted his 'call', Mani makes the following interesting statement: 'then
by his [i.e. the Father's] grace, he severed me from the assembly of the many
who are ignorant of the truth ... 1.87 One is immediately struck by the
expression 'from the assembly of the many', in Greek d7rdi roO avveSp(ov
TroV 7TAnoov, for it is practically a literal rendering of the Hebrew phrase
n-ini :wzn In! The context of Mani's statement makes it plain that he was
referring here to his former life in the Elchasaite community. This would
seem to be evidence that the Elchasaite group among whom Mani was
reared termed their general assembly o avev'ptov roU 7rA'46ov3, a title
philologically equivalent to that of the Qumranic ,':Ii =Vn728 One must
reckon with the possibility that this Elchasaite community inherited some of
its distinctive organizational concepts from Qumranic Judaism.
This possibility leads us now to a consideration of the course of events
culminating in Mani's departure from the baptist sect. The story of the
formal conflict is sequentially narrated in the Codex by three sources: those
of Baraios (CMC 79:13-93:23), Zachias (94:1-99:9), and Timotheus
(99:10-106:23). The initial editors of the Codex constructed an outline of the
events based on their perception of the narrative progression of the sources,
dividing the Baraios and Zachias sources into a general introduction and six
principal parts.89 We have already briefly noticed the passage which the
editors have labelled an 'introduction': it is the interesting pericope wherein
Mani describes his 'standing up and questioning' the baptist authorities
regarding the mores of the sectarian community (CMC 79:14-80:5). The
editors interpret this passage as a synopsis of Mani's informal questioning
of various individual baptists about their beliefs and practices.90 After his
apparent success in these arguments with 'individuals' (CMC 80:6-11), the
editors suggest that Mani subsequently engages groups in debates, one of
0
86 CMC 64:3-7: KaOdJg KaL auTo0 7daT-p
jfUv jneav fV TOCS aUyypdpoaawV ots dmi7UreLAov eL
E&oav, then quoted in 64:8-65:22. For another possible reference to this work, see al-Nadim,
Fihrist (Flugel, Mani, p. 74, 1. 9): A)I ,1 . . ;OL_ noted by Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 5

(1970), p. 109.

XapLT
Tf'T
f ~IEfdoTU
UVpOUTU
ADusOUT
dr6 7*oi3 avvec3piov
7-oi wrAi4ovg
7-oO 7~iv dAA~6Etv ti)Afa
XA0PLL dTE'owaaeo
(CMC 65:3-8).
Compare B. Visotzky, 'Rabbinic Randglossen to the Cologne Mani Codex', ZPE 52
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(1983), p. 299.
89 Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 32 (1978), pp. 132-133, n. 175.
90 Ibid., p. 132.
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which was the locus for Mani's extended refutation of the purification
customs observed by the community (CMC 80:22-85:12).91 This discourse
produces schisms within the 'group' with regard to Mani and his teachings.
Some are prepared to recognize the young prodigy as an authoritative
leader, but others are repelled by his rejection of the community's basic
teachings (CMC 85:13-88:15). These latter, among whom are apparently
the most influential members of the community, convene a synod before
which Mani is brought and further interrogated (CMC 88:15-91:18).
Mani is charged with four serious transgression: (1) rejection of the
purification rites (CMC 91:4-9); (2) opposition to 'the commandments of
the Saviour' (CMC 91:9-11); (3) violation of the dietary regulations (CMC
91:11-14); and (4) refusal to engage in agricultural labour (CMC
91:14 18).92 Mani responds to these charges by appealing to the authority
of revelation. He refutes the accusations that he has transgressed 'the
commandments of the Saviour' and violated the dietary code by citing
exempla from the New Testament which support his own position (CMC
91:19-93:23). Mani furthermore justifies his attitude to the sect's purification practices, food laws and agricultural vocation by invoking stories
about the behaviour of Elchasai, Sabbaios and Aianos, recognized baptist
authorities whose 'visions' were interpreted by Mani as confirmation of his
teachings (CMC 94:1-1 00:1). He concludes by expressing his conviction that
he is only bringing to fruition what earlier baptist luminaries had taught
upon the basis of their visions.93
The reaction of the synod to Mani's assertions is predictably swift and
severe. A group of baptists set upon Mani with the intent of putting him to
death, but he is spared by the intervention of the ot'K0o8Ea7roT7.94 Understandably depressed by the sect's hostility, Mani retreats to solitude and
prays for guidance. He is granted a vision of the 'Twin',95 the mediator of
his earlier revelations, and the 'Twin' exhorts him to abandon the sect and
to go into the world in order to proclaim his new message (CMC
91 Labelled by the editors 'Manis neuplatonisch-gnostische Widerlegung der Reinigungspratiken der Taufer in Diskussionen mit Gruppen' (ibid.).
92 Ibid., p. 133.
TOtE f)71V Tpof a0TO6[ST] aKOtrelTe 6ttCE9 T0UT[OUV] ToUS stpo9avfES 61[tV] TOO VO'LOU, Oa Ta6Ta[S]
TaS 6;TTautag Efo8[p7joaV Kat iKLVS7,q[aavl E7T' a6Tatf Kat T[oaL JAJAots EuayyEALaa[vTo aul]da. 4iiow[g
o' Eo'qV] Kayo) 7rv9' odlaa itap' aITtZ]v f&S[4x87v KaT6p]ydaottat (CMC 99:11-100:1). Cf.
Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 44 (1981), pp. 231 -232, nn. 306-307.
94T 7VtK[a Si] TaUT f aOCKOV wp6S aUTotf avaAuwv ajTwv TOUS Aoyov0, aOT3Ot ndVTCS fXaAfatvov
IT6O Zp[YNf
;5 KaL QvaaT9va1 TLVa ce atTWv Kat TYat HAf. KaTfOXOV .LE Pf ETa66 mT1VTWV Kai t Spov
)7pIa4o, SE KaO TwV TOLXCOVHOU 5 XOpOV TLva' KaTEflWV OSf iqV 1SLa LefytOTlJS pOWVnS) WOft KaTa
SfL[t][atlSaqtLOVo0 rKpaLVO[[+VOIatKta 3pytL6A'VOt [Ka]T' 4tOv Kata PoIAO[Lf]VOL oSta 7OU poao'v[To
aJTos tbO6ovou da[dy6atl Me. ofa &e IYaT[TtK(O]V TOV OL.KOSEFUTor[T7V +ft8[V]Ta aUTWY[,.V . .t
a]aefPElt ,TpOS TOUS IfTa{U aUTWv, atfeOEfVTfE a7fTAvUadv IA (CMC 100: 1-101:3).
95 d av'oyos in CMC; ¢A in al-Nadim's Fihrist. See C. Schmidt and H. J. Polotsky, 'Ein
Mani-Fund in Agypten', SPA W (Berlin, 1933), p. 71; Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 5 (1970), pp.
161-189.
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101:11-106:14). Mani thereupon leaves the community, accompanied by
two converts96 from the sect (CMC 106:15-23).
Having rehearsed the entire conflict-pericope which climaxes with Mani's
departure from the sect, it is necessary to return and re-examine the
structure of the narrative. It will be recalled that the initial editors propose a
sequence of actions which might be summarized in the following manner:
(1) Mani disputes with individual baptists; (2) Mani disputes with groups of
baptists; (3) Mani disputes before a synod of baptists; and (4) Mani leaves
the sect.97 The final two stages of this sequence are not in question. It is
clear that a synod was convened and that Mani left the sect as a result of the
proceedings of this synod. What remains debatable in this writer's mind is
the distinction suggested between Mani's arguments with individuals and his
subsequent disputes with groups in the context of the narrative. Given our
previous discussion of several parallels between the organization of Mani's
Elchasaite community and that of the Qumran sect, it seems possible to
propose an alternative reconstruction of Mani's disputes with his Elchasaite
brethren.
Instead of labelling the passage where Mani mentions his 'standing up
and questioning' the authorities as an 'introduction' which refers to debates
with 'individuals', one might be equally justified in viewing it as an actual
description of a meeting of the Elchasaite sanhedrin (= trvirl nmn). It is
possible that at a session of the Elchasaite assembly, just as at a meeting of
the Qumranic Dnm¶ nmn, one who desired an explanation for some obscure
sectarian precept would 'stand up' to be recognized by the assembled sages
before proceeding to speak. The text may thus be alluding to one (or more?)
sessions of the Elchasaite sanhedrin as the setting for Mani's questions
about community prescriptions. Some support for this hypothesis might be
gathered from the immediately preceding pericope, where we read: 'I
therefore resolved to declare to Sitaios and those of his sanhedrin what my
most blessed Father revealed to me a. 98 One might thus conclude that the
proper arena for the questioning and exposition of sectarian teachings was
the Elchasaite sanhedrin.
If such is the case, then an alternative outline for the sequence of events
leading to Mani's 'trial' might be proposed. Emboldened by his distinctive
revelations, Mani disrupts the normally staid atmosphere of a meeting99 of
the Elchasaite sanhedrin. He propounds questions to the learned in
accordance with the usual procedure, but, instead of accepting their rulings,
96 Compare al-Nadim, Fihrist (Fliugel, Mani, p. 51, 11. 6-7): &_. Js o1 .i

,J

9' See notes 89-90 above.
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paKOpUrTUTTOS
99 Compare Josephus on the communal life of the Essenes: oUTf S iKpauyi7 rOTf TOV otLKov OVTf
Oo'pUPogs lAtVawL, Tag O AaAuig f'V TidELfapaXwpotOcv dAXdAotA (Bellum 2.132).
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he brazenly contradicts and refutes them.100 His unseemly behaviour
produces an initial discomfiture among the assembled leaders: 'some of
them were amazed at me, but others grew angry and heatedly rejoined:
Does he not want to go to the Greeks?' 10l Only slightly daunted by the
murmuring, Mani continues to expound before the sanhedrin, presenting his
radical reinterpretation of the sectarian purity precepts (CMC 80:21-85:12).
A tumultuous uproar ensues within the assembly. While some are prepared
to recognize Mani as an authoritative teacher or prophet, others are
appalled by his flagrant rejection of cherished community prescriptions
(CMC 85:13-88:15). The sanhedrin apparently concludes its meeting amidst
this uproar. However, dissension within the community is so rife that the
elders decide to convene a special synod for the purpose of 'trying' Mani
(CMC 88:15 ff.).
Therefore, rather than adhering to an artificial distinction between Mani's
arguments with individual baptists and subsequent disputes with groups of
baptists (as the initial editors suggest), it seems just as plausible that the
entire section of CMC 79:14-88:15 represents a single setting, that of a
session of the Elchasaite sanhedrin. Some time after the dissolution of this
meeting, Sitaios and his fellow elders resolve to confront Mani as an
apostate who rejects the fundamental principles of the community.102 They
convene a formal court and consult the 0i'K08Eu7T&rq regarding the gravity
of Mani's offences. Mani is then summoned before this tribunal.103
As stated above, Mani was charged with four grave misdeeds: rejection of
purification rites, opposition to 'the commandments of the Saviour',
violation of dietary regulations, and refusal to join his fellow brethren in
agricultural labour. These were serious transgressions against the community ethos which, if tolerated, would undermine the very foundation of the
100 Ecfn d K6pL63 LoV tKav6g ,uot o1dAoyos yEyE&7p77aL [e]v EKEIVW TLCO VV4w, [TRPOS] eva eKaTOV,
rLOawTpo
jVatla[0OV]TL5 tiOV Kat aVa[Kp(]VOVTos aIToVS [77ept T-7s] doov ToO fEov K[aL TrepL TLO)V] TV

PaWT1iapoaTO9 Kat ITEpL Lv Pawi-(ovuow AaXdv(v Kal 7TEpL wtavr6g O9Ecko6 Kal
aTLoJv Ka' i/V 7ropEo0VTaL. 017r7?VLKa o KaTEAVOV Kal KaT77<py>ovv awT(Zv TOVS AMyovu Kal To
..T
/LvaT1)pla, Vov8 ftKvvwv avToL^s <vs TauOTa a pETEpXoVTat OUK EK rWV T0O 07OT1/pOS EVTOACOV Ee1alTo
EVTOA[QZV Kal )TE]pL TOO

Td6efw1)

(CMC 79:14-80:12).
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sect's existence. As the elders informed Pattikios, 'your son has turned away
from our Law and desires to conduct himself in conformity with (the ways
of) the world.' 104 An interesting analogue to this assessment by the elders
occurs in the Serek ha- Yahad: 'Anyone who has been a member of the
community for more than ten years whose spirit turns away so that he
despises the community and departs from the (mores of the) congregation to
conduct himself in conformity with his own stubbornness shall never again
return to the community.' 105 The nature of this 'turning away' is further
illumined a few lines prior to this ruling, where we read: 'Anyone whose
spirit moves away from the principle of the community so that he despises
truth and conducts himself in conformity with his own stubbornness . . '106
This latter offence however can be expiated by submission to a rehabilitation period of two years.107 Despite the disparate penalties, the correspondences in phraseology between these two Qumran cases suggests that
the transgression depicted was the same in both instances: namely, a
member's open rejection of one or more of the fundamental precepts by
which the community distinguished itself from the surrounding world. The
difference between the two formulations apparently lies in the phrase 'more
than ten years'.'08 A rebellious member who had spent ten years or less
among the sect was granted an opportunity to repent of his errors and to
reform his behaviour. By contrast, those who apostasized after having lived
more than ten years with the community were to be permanently expelled
from the sect.'09
According to the text of the Codex, Mani dwelt among the Elchasaite
community from his fourth to his twenty-fifth year.110 This sojourn easily
satisfies the Qumranic ten-year requirement for a maturing appreciation of
that sect's prescriptions, but we have little indication that tenure was a
consideration in Mani's case, nor does the prescribed penalty of expulsion
appear in the text of the Codex. In fact, no verdict at all is recorded in the
text. The Codex simply states that when Mani completed his defence, the
judges physically assaulted him with the intention of putting him to death.
6 OS69 E{fTpd7l 7r0o v'/wu AuIv KQI S;S TOV KOI'OV POtAeTaL TropevOsva[L] (CMC 89:11-14).
*'lc? X2'1 Vfl3 *f=' in,,i nnin w3v -V1s rm*7 'v -Tfrn nsvn nnr nv'r'7
7 -vnrin' w3nm (IQS 7:22-24).
-7iv -rnnn nsy '7 A1 Z1x inflnri
n
106 ...1 PI'1-V3 fnnRl? n7
7n' -nwn irm: ZV1tXVfM1
V (IQS 7:18-19).
104

105

0ED=Zfl tt 2tV. -IUt, (IQS 7:19-21). Compare IQS 8:21-9:2.
10* IQS 7:22 reads ... anv -vy nm*?z'17 ..., an awkward expression

which has invited
emendation, particularly since another manuscript of the Serek that preserves this passage
(4QSe) reads 'TY in place of '7; see J. T. Milik, RB 67 (1960), p. 413; Licht, Megillat
Haserakhim, p. 166. For retention of the reading with '77, see Schiffman, Sectarian Law, p. 182,
n. 106.
109 See A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings From Qumran, trans. G. Vermes
(Cleveland, 1962), p. 90, n. 2; Weinfeld, Organizational Pattern, p. 24.
110 See CMC 11:1-5; 12:6-11; 73:5-11.
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Was this attack simply a psychological reaction provoked by Mani's
blasphemies? Could the verdict have been a sentence of death? Or was the
verdict in fact expulsion, a penalty which the sources of the Codex have
suppressed in the interests of apologetic so as to emphasize Mani's
voluntary departure from the community?
The initial editors have pointed out that there are some striking
similarities between the Codex's account of the physical indignities suffered
by Mani at the hands of his persecutors and the Gospel narratives
recounting the mocking of Jesus by the Roman guards.'1' These verbal
echoes contribute to the development of a hagiographic image of the martyr
enduring misfortunes for the sake of his message."12 A 'Jesus typology' was
probably instrumented by the ancient compiler(s) of the Codex to solicit
sympathy for the sufferings of Mani from a Christian or Manichaean
reader, the two primary affiliations for whom the Codex was intended.
Nevertheless, we need not view the account of Mani's physical ordeal solely
as rhetorical flourish. There remains an intriguing possibility that the attack
of the elders was in fact an attempt to implement a sentence of death
pronounced by the court.
In their discussion of the series of charges pressed against Mani by his
fellow sectarians, the initial editors present a strong case for the likelihood
that Mani's deviant interpretations of the community precepts might be
construed as a species of 'false prophecy'."'3 They cite in particular one
passage of the Codex which apparently preserves an early sectarian oracle
predicting the advent of a young teacher who would 'overturn' the
traditional doctrines of the sect.'14 External sources inform us that the
Elchasaites adhered to a belief in the recurrent manifestation upon earth of
what other sectarian traditions term a 'True Prophet',"I5 of whom Elchasai
himself was presumably the latest incarnation,"6 but whether the sect
anticipated further appearances of this True Prophet, or of a corresponding

" See Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 44 (1981), p. 232, n. 309.
112 Note the remarks of A. J. Wensinck, 'Muhammad und die Propheten', Acta Orientalia
(Copenhagen) 2 (1924), pp. 188-189.
113 Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE 32 (1978), pp. 152-161.
114 AAOL o Ayov s T1L
AgyovVsms
8t8d[oKaAo]1
oVT]OS SoTLV 7TEpi oV [ESTpoh]S7Evaav oL
v
ldvaar,i]GETat Ttg iLTE[SSK s'sa]ov jfkCv KaL [8t8daKa]Aos vSoS 7TspooEAEvreaTaL US KaL KLV1aat
01
&Su aToS
TO 1TrV hO4yLa, OV TpOTrOV OL lTpOyOVOL 5iLWV 7raT~PEf coNyfaVTO T'SpL T S ava7rava&sE TOV
(CMC 86:17-87:6).
115 Hippolytus, Refutatio 9.14.1; 10.29.2. On the concept of the 'True Prophet', see
especially G. Strecker, Das Judenchristentum in den Pseudoklementinen, 2. Auflage (Berlin,
1981), pp. 145 153.
116 W. Brandt, 'Elkesaites', in J. Hastings (ed.), Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics (New
York and Edinburgh, 1917-1927), vol. V, p. 266; L. Koenen, 'Augustine and Manichaeism in
Light of the Cologne Mani Codex', Illinois Classical Studies 3 (1978), p. 162, n. 29.
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'False Prophet', remains uncertain.' 17 Since the oracle states that the
expected teacher would demolish the teachings of the sect, and because
Mani was engaged in such destructive behaviour, it seems probable that
Mani was branded a 'false prophet' by the students of this oracle.
Two interesting features of the assault scene lend support to the
hypothesis that Mani was actually convicted of false prophecy. The final
clause of the pericope concludes: '... and wanting on account of their
] me'.' 18 The crucial infinitive, aside from the initial two
jealousy to a7[
letters, is wanting. The editors suggest the restoration of a7r[dyeat], thus
producing the translation 'to hang, strangle'.' 9 They provide no justification for their lexical choice, but some affirmation for their reconstruction
can be supplied from rabbinic sources. According to the Mishnah-a
compilation whose final shaping only slightly predates the birth of Manithose classes of 'false prophets' who were subject to human punishment
incurred the capital penalty of 'strangulation' (pIna).120 Thus by retaining
the proposed reading of the Greek infinitive, hypothetical as it is, unexpected light is shed upon the likely charge levelled against Mani. Perhaps
the elders wanted to 'strangle' Mani because this was a traditional means of
ridding the community of a 'false prophet' or nabi' sheqer.
Only one Qumranic passage seems to have a bearing upon the issue of
'false prophecy', but interestingly it too can possibly be applied to Mani's
situation within the sect. This prescription states: 'Anyone over whom the
spirits of Belial gain mastery so that he speaks rebellion (against the
community precepts) shall be judged according to the ordinance for the

117 G. Strecker, 'Das Judenchristentum und der Manikodex', in L. Cirillo and A. Roselli
(eds.), Codex Manichaicus Coloniensis. Atti del Simposio Internazionale (Rende-Amantea 3-7
settembre 1984) (Cosenza, 1986), p. 95. For the concept of the 'eschatological prophet' in
Jewish literature, see D. Flusser, 'Hystaspes and John of Patmos', in S. Shaked (ed.), IranoJudaica: Studies Relating to Jewish Contacts with Persian Culture Throughout the Ages
(Jerusalem, 1982), pp. 41-45.
11 Kati
oef (CMC 100:17-20).
pOA[VOL XIQ ToV6Tpoaov[io.a]TOiois- &oov d7[dy{l
119 Compare Matthew 27:5b with reference to the fate of Judas Iscariot: KQf dTEAOcLV
d7ri7yaTo. This verb reflects an ambiguous Semitic substrate that is well illustrated in the Old
Syriac Sinaitic version of Matthew 27:5b: w'zl tl' lh w'thnq, 'he departed, he hung himself and
(so) was strangled'. The Hebrew verb nftn, particularly when used in the phrase '7 ... *nf
TYn, 'hang upon wood', is often interpreted to mean 'crucifixion' in texts stemming from the
late Hellenistic or Roman eras. Cf. 4QpNahum I 4-8; I IQ Temple 64:6-13.
120 mSanh. 11:1,5; tSanh. 14:13-16; Sifre Deuteronomy§175-178. mSanh. 7:3 describes how
the 'strangulation' was accomplished: 'Ordinance for those to be strangled: they sink him in
manure up to his knees and place a scarf of coarse weave within one of soft weave, and wrap it
around his neck. One (witness) pulls (one end of the scarf) toward himself, and another
(witness) pulls (the other end) toward himself, until he expires.' For an interesting discussion of
the relationship between crucifixion and strangulation, see D. J. Halperin, 'Crucifixion, the
Nahum Pesher, and the Rabbinic Penalty of Strangulation', Journal of Jewish Studies 32
(1981), pp. 32-46.
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necromancer and the medium.' 121 While the terms 'spirits of Belial',
'necromancer' and 'medium' suggest the practice of sorcery or commerce
with demons, the employment of the phrase 'so that he speaks rebellion'
(rnn ) makes it clear that the ordinance is in fact directed against false
prophecy. The same expression appears in Deuteronomy 13:6 where it
depicts the activity of the 'false prophet': 'That prophet or that visionary
shall be put to death, for he has spoken rebellion (nno 'in) against the Lord
your God *.*.' 122 The Deuteronomic text does not impart the mode of
execution, but the Damascus Covenant lawgivers resolve this ambiguity by
classifying the 'false prophet' within the same category as one who practises
necromancy or who controls spirits, offences which carry a punishment of
death by stoning.'23
Is it possible that Mani's Elchasaite community similarly equated the
state of being 'controlled by spirits of Belial' and the phenomenon of 'false
prophecy'? A curious passage within the assault narrative states that the
elders shouted loudly at Mani tCElt KaTa Set[at]oa4kovog.'24 The term
8Eta8aL&aLwv is normally used to signify either the quality of 'religious' in a
favourable sense or 'superstitious' in a derogatory context. 125 Neither
meaning seems appropriate for this portion of the assault narrative. The
initial editors suggest the translation 'as a heretic' 126 for the problematic
Greek phrase, but cautiously propose in their accompanying note that the
term may actually connote here 'demon-possessed'.'27 If they are correct in
their surmise, we then have possible evidence that the exegetical correlation
between 'demon-possession' and 'false prophecy' expressed in the Damascus
Covenant lies behind the Elchasaite perception of Mani as a 'false prophet'.
However, the expected mandate of death, if such it was, does not
materialize. Mani was not executed by the elders. The Codex does not
mention preparations for 'stoning', and even the attempted 'strangulation'
was thwarted by the intervention of Pattikios, who warns the attackers
against bringing sin upon the community (CMC 100:20-101:3). It thus
seems unlikely that the court pronounced a verdict of death. The attack
i
121 u:DE1'n:ri'm n1Kn t nncD
I 1'V-Z'
7Z IVK r K n (CD 12:2-3).
8
nnm'n'7
mny
Note the observation of Levi: 'L'heretique est un possede de Belial' (REJ 61 (1911), p. 200,
n. 2).
-

122
123

-

...,rfx-""

D: D3'17

lfln n. 1nINlxxinn
rnn n3T nDrrimxVV
DZ1X lDl' p: i rnw 'nri Ix:1X
n

,z9

lnm

XK'"1
(Deuteronomy 13:6a).
'
x lx
Ir' (Leviticus
TnrI

20:27). See Ginzberg, Unknown Sect, p. 118; Rabin, Zadokite Documents, p. 60. Compare I
n i m3itn ncXn
Samuel 28:3: nlsr
Vlx , 'and Saul expelled the necromancers and
nl
mediums from Eretz Israel'. Is it possible that the Damascus Covenant lawgivers derived a
penalty of expulsion instead of stoning? Despite the high esteem which the Prophets enjoyed
among the Qumran sect (cf. IQS 8:15-16), it seems unlikely that the Damascus Covenant
lawgiver(s) would have ignored the unambiguous pronouncement of Leviticus 20:27.
124 CMC 100:14-15.
125 Cf. Bauer and Lampe s.v.
126 Henrichs-Koenen, ZPE44 (1981), p. 209.
127 Ibid., p. 233, n. 310.
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upon Mani may have been the spontaneous act of certain overzealous
elders, perhaps prompted in part by the memory of ancestral rulings
analogous to those we have examined. If a judgement was rendered, the
more likely penalty for Mani's transgressions would have been expulsion
from the group. As we have seen, the Qumran documents prescribe
banishment for those who do not respect the authorities and precepts of
that community. Moreover, we also possess later testimony that Mani was
forcibly ejected from a baptist sect. Theodore bar Konai's synopsis of the
life of Mani explicitly states that the baptist community who raised him
'expelled him from their group' (pqwhy mn lwthwn).1 28 There is no reference
to a physical threat in Theodore's account. His testimony apparently reflects
the actual historical event,129 which is furthermore precisely the penalty
that we would expect on the basis of the Qumranic evidence: 'Anyone who
has been a member of the community for more than ten years whose spirit
turns away so that he despises the community and departs from the (mores
of the) congregation to conduct himself in conformity with his own
stubbornness shall never again return to the community' (IQS 7:22-24).
This essay has proposed that certain features of the organizational
structure and juridical operation of Mani's Elchasaite community are
illuminated by an examination of Second Temple Jewish sectarian literature. Demonstration of an ideological nexus between a Mesopotamian
baptist group and a Palestinian Jewish sect forces us to reappraise the
influences judged to be instrumental in the genesis of both Elchasaite
sectarianism and Manichaeism. The impact of heterodox Jewish thought
upon Mani must occupy a central place in future studies of the origins of
Manichaeism.

128 Theodore bar Konai, Liber Scholiorum, ed. by A. Scher, CSCO scrip. syri, t. 66 (Paris,
1912), p. 311, 11. 17-18.
129 Henrichs, HSCP 77 (1973), p. 43.

